Chapter I: Introduction
On any given day, hundreds of thousands of people throughout the world go to see a play or other type of theatre event. Theatre and performance are ingrained in the human experience from the origin of civilizations when ritual performance, role playing, storytelling, and ceremony laid the foundations for performance (Wilson 3) . Being so deeply rooted in the human experience, theater also reflects humankind's circumstances and changes. Primitive when humans were primitive, theater advanced as civilization advanced. Today, commercial theatre has become a multi-billion dollar industry -just as other parts of culture and commerce have done the same.
But where does all that money go and to what end? Consider Spider-Man: Turn Off the
Dark. Produced on Broadway in 2011, Spider-Man cost a reported $75 million; more than double the cost of any previous Broadway production. Nine million dollars alone was spent on sets and costumes (Flynn and Healy) . No doubt, shows like this attract audiences. The Broadway League reports that Spider-man alone was seen by over two million people in New York City.
North American tours of other Broadway productions were seen by 13.8 million people in more than 200 cities in 2013-2014. This and other popular, budget-busting productions often utilize the latest in technological advances, like Spider-Man which used an audio system 50% larger than any other Broadway production, the largest wireless system, and more than 2500 lighting fixtures (PRG). And it is not just Broadway; according to the "A Tale of Four Budgets", an average of more than $7500 is spent on every 60-seat off-off Broadway production, and more than $1300 of that is spent on scenic elements alone.
Often, spectacle is the attraction. The first recorded use of onstage lighting was in 1545, when lanterns and torches illuminated the actors and sets. Much has changed. Today, holograms are placing actors (O'Neil). How long before computers replace stage managers and programmers replace directors? The Guardian observed that "increasingly, the technology has become the show rather than in service of it" (Gardner) . This was not always so. The ancient Greeks performed on bare stages, with natural scenery as their sets. Aristotle wrote in The Poetics that the least important element of good tragedy was spectacle. Yet, young people today are used to cellphones answering questions for them, children learning on IPads, and "apps" tracking their sleeping and eating patterns. Today's younger audiences are not used to seeing theatre on a bare Greek stage. The younger generations are expecting that since technology has been so integrated into their daily lives, art should integrate new technology also. Broadway and other theatres are ready with productions like Spider-Man to entice technology-laden audiences into their seats.
But has technology become the show? Have we lost what made theatre special from its inception? My project aims to answer this question. Separating theatre from the spectacle allows us as a society to have renewed hope that art and creativity can stand without technology and can make a lasting impact on the audience without exorbitant budgets.
Can minimizing the use of production elements (e.g. sets, props, costumes, lighting and sound) help connect audiences with the intellectual and emotional content of the play? For this project, I directed You Better Sit Down: Tales from My Parents' Divorce at the Slant Culture Theatre Festival as a production with minimal technical elements with the intention to evoke an emotional connection with the characters and their stories, and to stimulate the conversation about divorce in today's society.
Minimalism: Samuel Beckett and Jerzy Grotowski
Minimalism is a style of Western art developed after World War II. In drama, the approach is most notably attributed to Samuel Beckett. Stanley Gontarski, an avid scholar of Beckett, calls Beckett's work the "intent of undoing" in his book of the same title. Samuel Beckett often reduced the length of the script, the number of characters, the action and biographical information all on the principle that "less is more" His characters lack complex human emotions. His dialogue is sharp and unembellished. (Xhonneux 2) . In the essay, A Few Words About Minimalism, Johnathan Barth breaks down minimalism like that of Beckett into two components, the first, concerning writing style, word use, and sentence structure. The second involves a "minimalism of materials" by which he means a stripping down of characters, plot, action, design to reveal the necessary, the essential.
The script for Tales from My Parents' Divorce and my subsequent staging are consistent with portions of the definition of minimalism. The play has few characters, little physical action, and, in my staging, few technical elements. But Tales is written in a style that contrasts to Beckett's literary style of minimalism. Its dialogue isn't built with the staccato sentences found in a Beckett play and its characters are more emotive. That said, Tales is a play that lends itself to minimalism of materials, as defined by Barth. There is little overall plot, other than that four couples meet, marry, and split up; but each character's story is a variation on that plot, informed by the circumstances of that character's marriage and divorce. It seeks to recreate a series of conversations about marriage and divorce, with emotive acting intended to give one, as a member of the audience, the feeling that one is in each conversation. There is little action, being that the actors remain seated for nearly the entire show. It is an intimate play, with characters recounting their relationships and breakups, often in candid detail. Whereas in the style created by Beckett-which Bell lays out as an "artistic non-entity" (39) where plot, character, meaning, and subject are stripped down to almost nothing-the style in Tales focuses on the meaning.
There's no attempt in Tales to strip away character, meaning, or even subject. The subject is divorce but romance, children, career, life choices, happiness or the lack of it, betrayal -all of those are subjects and their meaning is explored. There's nothing minimalist in the way the four characters are called on to describe their lives.
Where this production and minimalism do best coincide is staging. I employed Barth's minimalism in design since, as previously mentioned, this script centers around conversations, intimate conversations usually reserved for living rooms or other quite areas. If too much spectacle were forced on the material, its intimacy would be lost. In a review published in Theatre Journal, Martin Puchner looks at staging of three Beckett plays and one by Edward Albee at the Century Center for the Performing Arts. He contends that these productions "squeeze as much spectacle out of the text as possible," therefore negating the play's initial value. This could have happened with a production like Tales, if too much spectacle was forced on the material. The production may have lost its initial intent which was to help audiences begin looking at and discussing divorce in today's society.
My minimalist design aesthetic also draws from the stripped down aesthetic of Jerzy Grotowski and his "poor theatre." Poor Theatre developed in the late 1950s and was labeled "poor" because of its elimination of the theatricality and technologies of "rich" theatre in order to make the actor's voice and body movements central to the production. In these productions, only stationary light sources were used, music and sound effect was created by the actor. Costumes were common, everyday clothing. Grotowski wanted to investigate the actor-audience relationship. As he put it, "when the theatre confronts us with brutal situations where the life mask cracks and falls away, it can expose an intimate layer which returns us to common human truths" (Hodgson) . Grotowski wanted to find what made theatre special and unique from film and television. "By gradually eliminating what proved superfluous," he found that theatre can exist "without make-up, without autonomic costume and scenography without a separate performance area, without lighting and sound effects etc. It cannot exist without the actorspectator relationship of perceptual, direct, 'live' communion" (Grotowski 19) . My staging borrowed from Grotowski the creation of a relationship between the actor and the audience. The space and material was so intimate that a connection could be made without the superfluous.
Removing the "life-mask" as Grotowski calls it, or the superfluous, or the distraction from the character and their story, the audience is able to connect to common human truths. I wanted to take the premises of "poor theatre" and its impact on the audience and make it the focus of my approach to theatre of the 21 st century.
A Critical Approach to Limiting Technology
When looking at what Barth defined as "minimalism of materials" in today's society, one must look at the use of technology on the stage. The discussion of technology and the uses of technical elements in theatre is a lively one. Most critics and scholars agree that for a performance to be theatre it must involve "people witnessing other people in a physical space" (Acaroglu 1 Yet, each character's story is intertwined with the others to reveal the common threads before and after divorce, from falling in love, having children, falling out of love, separation, and being single again. They outnumber the generation previously thought of as the largest, Baby Boomers, by 11 million people (Raphelson) . They are considered the most educated generation with 34 percent earning at least a bachelor's degree (PEW Research Center). According to PEW research study, Millennials are delaying marriage about 6.5 years longer than their 1960s' predecessors. PEW also hypothesized that 25 percent of Millennials will not get married at all, based on how they ranked marriage as a passage into adulthood. What the research suggests is that Boomers' married readily but also divorced readily; Millennials marry more reluctantly but also divorce more reluctantly.
In mass media, divorce is treated as no more than another tantalizing celebrity tale, with the requisite subplots of who cheated on whom and who was paid what to walk away. The reality is that divorce is not a tabloid novelty. The reality is that many marriages end in divorce. I
wanted to explore not the tabloid version of divorce but the more ordinary reality. I wanted to see what would happen if the Millennial generation took a long, hard look at the marital legacy left for us by Baby Boomers-whose marriages end in divorce as often as 50 percent (Miller) . Tales brings both generations into one script to explore the roots of this cultural reality.
Given a powerful script designed to open a needed (but avoided) conversation between the generations, I wanted a directorial approach that served that imperative. I would not need lavish technology and special effects to stimulate the conversation. I would need to respect how vulnerable this piece and its characters could be. I would need to create characters and stories that would excite audiences used to million dollar explosions and 3D imaging technology. I was inspired as a director to find way to minimalize every barrier between the audience and the four actors-seated in chairs and without so much as a costume change-conveying these stories. If the actors could expose themselves to risk in the way this script demanded, with no gimmicks to hide behind, then I, as the director would expose myself to risk as well. I would embrace a simple goal to make the production special without use of special effects. I had to be unafraid, knowing that I would succeed, or fail, as a director on the strength of my ability to deliver a conversation about divorce that felt raw, real and pertinent
About the performances
The first three performances of my production of 
Creating a Vision
The role of the director is still relatively new to the theatre. The Duke of Saxe Meiningen of Germany is credited with being the first director. In 1866, he sought to find a role that would unify the conception, interpretation, and execution of dramatic works, and thus the role of director was created (Encyclopedia Britannica online).
A director must be a "student" of the playwright, dissecting the material and interpreting where they entered for the beginning of the play and would at times exit to refill a water glass, answer a call on a cell phone, or answer a doorbell.
This attempt to simulate a true human behavior is one of the most common struggles of a director. In some ways, theatre is supposed to be an illusion of life not a re-creation. Theatre on a stage, with a set and costumes, bending the laws of time and space can never be real. If a director simply hopes that "natural-ness" will make the production real, they will fail (Dietrich and Duckwall 48) . Since theatre is the story of human conflict, the director must bring out the truth behind each movement and emotion in order to create the illusion of reality. If all goes as planned, the audience will suspend their disbelief and connect emotionally with the characters and the text-fitting what is on stage into the experience of their own lives.
The rehearsal process sets all the directors planning into motion. My rehearsal schedule was four days a week, throughout the month of October until opening in mid-November (see Appendix II). The first rehearsals are called table work, where we focus less on the movement and specifically on the text. This is when the actor and director get to talk about character approach and when most of the text analysis happens. We spent about three rehearsals at the breathe new life into the rehearsal process and help the director and actor make new discoveries.
As opening night approaches, the director and cast begin technical rehearsals. These are designated times when all the technical elements, sets, props, costumes, lighting, and sound are added to the rehearsal process. Technical rehearsals allow the director to see all the elements together. They allow designers to make final adjustments and the actors to rehearse with all the elements just as they will be used during the run of the show. Technical rehearsals can be exhausting and time consuming, but by limiting technical elements the director and cast also save practical rehearsal time. The more complex the technical elements of the production the longer the technical rehearsals can be. For this production I had a total of four hours, broken down into two, two-hour blocks in the space, one seventh of the time spent in technical rehearsal at the University of Louisville alone.
After all the tweaks, fine-tuning and final touches, the production is finally set to open.
Our opening night was Saturday, November 15, 2014 at 4:00 pm. Since the process of theatre is a creative one, no director, actor, or designer can be certain that the work will be a success.
Come opening night, the production is now in the hands of the actors and audience to determine its success. The director's role throughout the run of the show is a "psychological one" (Dietrich and Duckwall 180) . They must be a presence for the actors to help control excitement and tension. When the lights go down, the director's place is in the house, gaging the audience's reactions. I had the ability to watch my show each night, and each night had an audience with different reactions. To help in writing my thesis I asked for the audience members to fill out a survey, which I discuss in Chapter IV.
Senior Honors Thesis-Neikirk 17 Imagination is just what it took to strip away all the non-essentials. To envision a staging stripped of all but the simplest elements is a response to the explosion of special effects. But it also reflects another minimalist ethic to reduce the staging to all but the essential elements. Knowing that the original production was simple, but not without its own technical wizardry, my challenge was to see if I could strip it down even further and bring the story and the dialogue into even sharper relief. When I first read the script, I felt like the material relied too heavily on the projected materials. In the script, each scene title is projected above the actors' heads as if announcing a new chapter in a book. As the play continues, the script calls for the projection of character names and questions that were asked in the original interviews (e.g., "Where did you two meet?"). I felt that some of these could be eliminated completely and others, like the chapter titles, I replaced with voice over recordings of my actors reading each section heading. Those labels, as well as the wallpaper, movies and family photos, seemed a distraction to me, adding emotional distance between the actors and the audience. The more unique the character, the easier it might be to think of his or her story as specific to a particular cultural, racial or economic background. Each video or photograph would give those watching one more reason to experience the characters and the story less as universal and more individualized-more In this convention of minimalizing to maximize, my goal was neutrality. Neutrality in terms of this production is the space at its most basic; it has no defining features that suggest where the conversations are taking place or who specifically the characters are. By making the actors and the sets neutral, they became a canvas upon which each person could see parts of their own story. Technology distances us as a people. We look at our phones more than we look at each other's faces. We get easily distracted and easily bored. The arts should function on a more personal basis. You buy a ticket to be transported in to a world and to be entertained. In this show you cannot be transported if you are separated from the material it presents. Divorce is one of the most prevalent social phenomena today, yet it often gets overlooked, accepted, or turned into a farce. We never really look at divorce from the angle of the parent-child relationship. 
Go your own way
The message of this show serves two purposes: One, there is always another side to the story; and two, you do not have to be your parents. So while the song is inherently a break-up song ("You can call it another lonely day"), it can also serve as a reminder that children do not have to follow in their parents mistakes "everything's waiting for you / You can go your own way."
As discussed earlier, modern theatregoers expect to be entertained by spectacle. My challenge was to entertain without the spectacle. The actors, and the story, would have to capture my audiences. The shifting aesthetic would shift the focus solely to the actor. This challenge led to extensive character work, with rehearsals focused on moments in the play and the dynamics of each character on stage. The end result would need to be a tapestry of stories. Each character had his or her own story, but they had to be woven into one
Chapter III: Character Creation
Drama at its roots is the story of human conflict. Therefore the director is required to not only look at the story given in the text, but to delve deeper than the surface value of the text and study the human being (Dietrich and Duckwall 3) . Since the core of drama is the human, the director must study human conduct and how to make a human response credible and meaningful
(4). I chose this approach to drama as my driving forces in creating Tales from My Parents'
Divorce.
It is the work of the director with her characters that can make or break a show, especially a show without visual distractions. Since this show was going to be minimal in design, each actor would be the lone focus of his or her scene without even a scene change to provide them relief from the audience's attention. I wanted the audience to connect with these characters and their stories. Each character was given life, emotions not denoted by the script, and a natural body positioning to make each character human.
Due to the production's challenges, I had to cast actors who wanted to rise to the challenge. I held auditions in early September (see Appendix I), looking for three women and one man. I chose to have a woman play Janet, which was originally a male role ( a son playing his mother) per a request from Eve to help promote their "women in the theatre" initiative, and I felt Janet was the right character to be portrayed by a woman. I also wanted diversity, in order to reflect the racial and ethnic background of Louisville but also to give the play a more universal feel. Divorce isn't something that only happens to white Christians. This decision did not go unnoticed. In a review written by Arts-Louisville, they praised me for having "the most diverse cast in the [Slant Culture Theatre] festival" (Keel) . Divorce affects all demographics, so why would I not showcase as many as I could?
John/Frinde
John and Frinde are the only characters who appear as a couple, through the actor who also portrays their son, Matthew. There are particular challenges a director must face when an actor must portray two people, both speaking, without costume changes, or minimal voice changes (as denoted by the script) and without hindering the movement of the script. I cast Crystian Wiltshire in the role, and from day one I was inspired to build this character. As we worked together, we came up with the idea for only John to wear glasses. Crystian would slide the glasses on and off his face to help create this distinction between when he was playing Frinde and when he was playing John.
Body positioning was the main way we created the difference in character for John and
Frinde. Though originally very stiff, we worked on natural body positions for women versus men. Women cross their legs and ankles, they tend to sit more forward and talk with their hands.
Men rest one crossed leg and tend to sit further back in their chairs and carry themselves as "high status characters." As Keith Johnstone lays out in his book Impro, "when a high status individual is most secure, they will sit in the most relaxed position"(59). I played around with this movement, and even asked the actor what positions he was most comfortable in. John is a confident comfortable character and paired with Frinde they can have their weak moments but throughout they are the most secure characters. I did not want John to have one position and
Frinde to have another. They would stand out in the ensemble, looking stiff and limiting that actor of a natural whole performance. Another aspect of the John/ Frinde character that had to be created was voice. The script notes, "That despite male characters portraying their female mothers, they are not to adopt a 'female' voice." This was to avoid making a caricature of the mothers; instead, the intent was to keep them as natural and honest as their mothers were when being interviewed.
As rehearsals progressed, the movements became more natural, and the actor could seamlessly move from John to Frinde and back again. As with each character, I wanted to focus on how John and Frinde dealt with the more serious moments in their divorce, and how the earlier sections of the script lead up to that. During one rehearsal I made up a game to help my actors break through some difficulty they were having transitioning into the "How They Broke
Up" section of the script. I wrote emotions up on the board: anger, betrayal, sarcastic, defensive, humorous, hurt, etc., and I told each actor to pick an emotion and perform that scene with that set emotion. They did this about four times until each one had found something new about their character. Each time they finished, I discussed with each person how that new emotion changed the way they looked at the material. Through this exercise, the cast and I made a breakthrough.
We were able to begin that seamless transition into the harder parts of their characters' lives. It made them human, with a full character arc to work through during every performance. For John, we chose betrayal, since Frinde cheated on him several times; we also added in some moments of sarcasm since John alludes to having trouble expressing his true feelings and sometimes hides behind humor. For Frinde, the focus was guilt. She did betray John, and without this facet of her personality she seemed cold and unappreciative of her life with him. When we decided that
Frinde would own up to her mistakes, we also figured out how John and Frinde could have such a peaceful resolution at the end of their marriage.
For each character I wanted something that would, first, help them fill their time between monologues that seemed natural for someone to do while talking on the phone, and secondly,
give the audience insight into that specific character. For John, I chose a coffee cup as a prop in addition to the glasses. The coffee cup is denoted in the script, and I thought paired with the glasses it would give him a sophisticated, more "Dad-like" touch.
Beverly
Beverly is the character I loved to hate when reading the script. There are moments when she is speaking that I cannot believe how hard it must have been for her daughter to hear her say these things. Then, the moments I hated her for, became what made her character so rich and so real. I would be lying if someone did not gasp nearly every time they first heard Beverly say, "I do not remember anything at all to do with you. I am so blinded by myself, that the older I get the more I am realizing it is all about me and you are just a part of the picture." Or "Oh we never fought about that. We have always been like that, if you want the kids, you take them." Her unapologetic nature made her hard upon the first reading, but as all these characters were, I had to remember that she was human, and that hardness could have come from a repressed source.
As the director it was my job to make the audience not loathe her, but to find some reasoning for her, to accept her inattentiveness to her children and also to open their eyes to someone in their real lives who may be feeling and acting the same way.
A particular challenge in choosing a diverse cast is that the director may be casting a different race from what was originally intended by the play's author. Beverly is written for an actress from a "working-class Jewish background" (14), and if cast as such, the text needs no adjustments. However, when this role is cast with someone of African descent, some lines take on new meaning. For example, on page 14, Beverly says "His background was YALE. My background was the street." Then again in reference to the March on Washington, Beverly brushes it off as if she does not remember it happening. I reworked those lines to sound more like she did not want to focus on it, not that she could not remember when it happened or what cause it was for. As the director, I wanted to avoid the "of course the mean wife from the 'street'
is the Black one", I had to develop a deeper reason to why Beverly's marriage ended and why she could be so harsh. When you look at her character in the context of Beverly being a middle class white woman, the struggles of Beverly seem less important, shallower. It simply seems like she longed for a richer life and after their divorce her main concern was maintaining her accustomed lifestyle. If you then flip her character, making her a minority, her husband's pursuit of her and the conditions of the middle class minorities in the late 60s and 70s changes how an audience is likely to perceive Beverly.
Beverly's evolution began as we tried to find the source of her hardness. I wanted to know how someone could be so concerned only with themselves, but still be likeable or at least accepted by an audience. I told my actress, Dee Scott, to think about the possibility that Beverly could have been verbally and emotionally abused. She makes references in the text that her husband would call her names, and that he was her sole support, since he went to Yale and she was "from the streets." Once we started combing through Beverly's stories we found evidence that abuse could explain Beverly's hard edge and all at once Beverly came to life. We made her softer in parts, hurt and vulnerable, in contrast to her hardness and humor at other times. I asked people to sit in on rehearsals throughout my process. People told me they had a hard time connecting to Beverly. Once we found a source to her egoism, they saw her shift, they saw how beaten down she was and found reasons to forgive her selfishness.
To support Beverly's character, I gave her a nail file as her prop. A nail file worked because Beverly is so concerned with appearances, that her constant primping helped sell to the audience that she was controlled by her selfishness, an outcome of what we believed was her abuse during her marriage.
Mary Anne
Mary Anne was the character I had the most fun working on. Portrayed by Caroline Mary Anne has a line in which she suggests she has been drinking tea throughout the show. I opted for Mary Anne to drink iced tea, to keep the props distinctive and not to be confused with John's coffee cup. It was natural and gave excuses for Mary Anne to leave the stage to refill her glass.
Janet
Janet is the character who surprised me the most. Her divorce story is different from the usual, and her evolution can be startling if you do not catch the hints she drops early in the text. I decided to try and stun the audience. I wanted Janet to have had a wonderful marriage to a man she thought she knew. Then the ball drops. He is in prison on fraud charges and has spent all of the family's money. Janet was played by Jennifer Siow and per request of my producers at Eve was the role I switched from originally a man playing himself and his mother to a woman playing her mother and the daughter. This only caused a few text revisions, changing "young boy" to "young girl" and a few pronouns from "he" to "she". Jennifer is of Chinese descent, this made the cast more diverse. Her ethnic background made no significant impacts on the script but on the tableau of the performance.
For Janet, I started with idea of "What if this was the first time Janet ever told this story to her child?" As the text indicates, her children were 11 and 16, a little young to grasp the severity of their father's crimes and their mother's decision to divorce him. Janet's strength as a character began to develop as we looked at new ways to approach her retelling of the first days after her husband, Chuck, was arrested. The emotion I chose for Jennifer to use was resentment. I wanted a contrast between the happiness and love she felt during the early years of her marriage and the hurt and anger she felt later. This made her character more complex and allowed the audience to hear a story about someone who did not necessarily want to get a divorce.
Janet's character prop was knitting needles. I always knew Janet would knit or sew on stage. It makes her seem like a little old lady who nothing ever bad happens to. It gave her innocence in contrast to her occasional harshness. Jennifer, who played Janet, could knit, and needlepoint felt too old-fashioned to me, so I chose knitting as her on stage activity.
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Chapter IV: Gauging the Audience
Once the production has opened, the work of the director is finished. There are no more notes to give, no more scenes to rework. It is the job of the director to enjoy the finished product and gauge the audiences' reactions. At all the productions I had to serve as the stage manager, calling the cues for lights and sound. However, since this was an easy show to run, I was still able to watch the audience throughout the production. Throughout each performance I looked for cellphones and body language. I wanted hints as to whether or not my audience was bored or looking for a distraction. I never did see someone pull out their cellphone, and luckily, none rang during the performances. I was excited by the interest I saw in my audience. I took it to mean that they were engaging in the material on stage.
Phenomenology is a psychological study of experiences and consciousness. This theory is often applied to theatre to help construct the experiences of the audiences, actors and director.
"Phenomenology is not concerned with the world as it exits itself but with how the world appears to the humans who encounter it" (Fortier 38 ). This theory is also concerned with the way humans carry what has happened to them in the past, present and how that will shape their future (39). As theatregoers watch a production, their personal and cultural backgrounds influence the way they perceive a production. If an audience member comes from a divorced family or an actor's parents are currently getting a divorce that production will affect them differently from someone who has had not been significantly influenced by divorce. Phenomenology can also be applied to details of each performance such as where the audience sat: Could they hear? Were they tired?
Did the room smell different? All considerably minute details, but each according to phenomenology can affect the way an audience member perceives the performance. fellow theatre arts students, many of whom, including myself, are on scholarship for technical theatre. I think our focus on the technical side of theatre makes students hyper aware of the production elements used in theatre. This awareness then can make a sparse production disappointing when there is a lack of production elements. The second reason I think the production was better received at the festival is the space. The black box at Walden Theatre where the festival was held is a converted classroom with enough space to hold a tightly seated 50 people. The audience sits on folding chairs, eye level with the actors on the stage and the front row is within arm's reach. This created a very intimate experience for both the audiences and the actors, which perhaps made the room feel fuller and superfluous technical elements would have overwhelmed the space. In contrast, the thrust stage where the Studio Theatre performance took place is much larger; it can seat more than 150 people and is about 30 feet long and 15 feet wide.
I used black partitions to make the stage space smaller, but still the audience was distanced from the actors and the action on stage making the experience far less intimate on both sides of the actor-audience relationship.
The differences in experiences in the two spaces can be related to the theory of phenomenology, and is explained in the article The Phenomenology of Non-Theatre Sites of Audiences. In the article, the author, Newman, examines theatre done outside of the auditoriums which are ""reinforced by stage lighting, air-conditioning, protective arm-rests and an architectural emphasis on sightlines" (2). In his article he cites Mike Pearson, academic and director of site-specific company Brith Gof, as "phenomenological", where "the emphasis is on bodily contact, corporeality, and embodiment" (3). This physical relationship the audience had to the actors in the black box theatre at Slant Culture Festival allowed them to experience the production more through their senses rather than those who were separated and comforted by more structured thrust stage.
For me, this production did change the way I viewed divorce. I come from a family where divorce is rare, and those that did happen, happened long before I was born or old enough to know what was happening. I always thought of divorce as a failure or result of rushing into a union "not meant to be." This production and its process taught me that divorce can happen for many reasons, that there are always more sides to a story. It opened my mind to different ways of solving relationship problems and what kind of questions one might ask before entering a marriage. I now no longer think of divorce as a failure but as a result of something:
miscommunications, lies or bad circumstances. I see that in some situations it takes tremendous courage to file for divorce and leave perhaps the only life you know. I credit this production with not only opening my mind but also my mouth so I too could join the conversation.
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Chapter V: What Can We Take Away from This?
Theatre began on a bare stage. But as new advances in intelligent lighting, sound capabilities, larger stages, and more tech-savvy audiences entered the theatre world, the art form shifted, even to the point that sometimes the show becomes an electronic device. The story can be lost, and with it theater's power and purpose to connect an audience to the themes, messages and insights found in a well-written, well-conceived script. (Zinoman 2007) . This play deals with freedom and the struggles within and outside of the family for African Americans. Performances without many technical elements are required to have some greater purpose, they must reshape the way the audience approaches an issue, or reimagine the world they live in.
I wanted to show audiences that theatre can be special without special effects. The empty space when the set is sparse and there are little to no special effects can be filled by a relevant and meaningful script, by well-rehearsed actors, developed characters, by passion and creation.
Tales from My Parents' Divorce gave me the opportunity to test this thesis, and my test was
successful. This project taught me a lot more than just what it means to be a director. This project taught me how to solve problems, how to create a vision and gave me a new outlook on one of the most prominent social phenomena facing the world today. The skills I have developed throughout this process will help me as I transition from an academic setting into the professional world where I can continue to make theatre special without special effects.
